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Opening Remarks, Introduction/開会・イントロダクション
Toshihiko Fukui (President, CIGS)/福井 俊彦 (キヤノングローバル戦略研究所 理事長)
Jun Kurihara (Research Director, CIGS)/栗原 潤 (キヤノングローバル戦略研究所 研究主幹)

I: Presentations/講演
“Xi Jinping’s Policy Challenges”
Anthony Saich (Professor of International Affairs, and Director of the Ash Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation, Harvard Kennedy School (HKS))

“The X Factor: China’s Energy Profile ”
Edward Cunningham (Adjunct Lecturer in Public Policy, and Director of Ash Center China Programs and of the Asia Energy and Sustainability Initiative, HKS)

II: Discussion, Q&A /討論・質疑応答
Kiyoyuki Saguchi (Research Director, CIGS)/瀬口 清之 (キヤノングローバル戦略研究所 研究主幹)
Fengjun Duan (Senior Research Fellow, CIGS)/段 烽軍 (キヤノングローバル戦略研究所 主任研究員)
Moderator: Jun Kurihara (Research Director, CIGS)/栗原 潤 (キヤノングローバル戦略研究所 研究主幹)

Closing Remarks/閉会
Jun Kurihara (Research Director, CIGS)/栗原 潤 (キヤノングローバル戦略研究所 研究主幹)
The China Questions: Critical Insights into a Rising Power

Thirty-six of the world’s leading China experts—all affiliates of the renowned Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies at Harvard University—answer key questions about where this new superpower is headed and what makes its people and their leaders tick.

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press
Publication: January 2018
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The China Questions: Critical Insights into a Rising Power

Introduction [Michael Szonyi]

I. Politics
1. Is the Chinese Communist Regime Legitimate? [Elizabeth J. Perry]
2. Can Fighting Corruption Save the Party? [Joseph Fewsmith]
5. What Should We Know about Public Opinion in China? [Ya-Wen Lei (雷雅雯)]

II. International Relations
8. Will China Lead Asia? [Odd Arne Westad]
9. How Strong Are China’s Armed Forces? [Andrew S. Erickson]
11. Is Chinese Exceptionalism Undermining China’s Foreign Policy Interests? [Alastair Iain Johnston]
12. (When) Will Taiwan Reunify with the Mainland? [Steven M. Goldstein]
The China Questions: Critical Insights into a Rising Power

III. Economy
14. Can China’s High Growth Continue? [Richard N. Cooper]
15. Is the Chinese Economy Headed toward a Hard Landing? [Dwight H. Perkins]
16. Will Urbanization Save the Chinese Economy or Destroy It? [Meg Rithmire]
17. Is China Keeping Its Promises on Trade? [Mark Wu (伍人英)]
19. What Can China Teach Us about Fighting Poverty? [Nara Dillon]

IV. Environment
20. Can China Address Air Pollution and Climate Change? [Michael B. McElroy]

V. Society
23. How Are China and Its Middle Class Handling Aging and Mental Health? [Arthur Kleinman]
24. How Important Is Religion in China? [James Robson]
25. Will There Be Another Dalai Lama? [Leonard W. J. van der Kuijp]
VI. History and Culture
29. Where Did the Silk Road Come From? [Rowan Flad]
30. Why Do Intellectuals Matter to Chinese Politics? [Peter K. Bol]
31. Why Do Classic Chinese Novels Matter? [Wai-yee Li (李惠仪)]
32. How Have Chinese Writers Imagined China’s Future? [David Der-wei Wang (王德威)]
33. Has Chinese Propaganda Won Hearts and Minds? [Jie Li (李潔)]
34. Why Is It Still So Hard to Talk about the Cultural Revolution? [Xiaofei Tian (田晓菲)]
35. What Is the Future of China’s Past? [Stephen Owen]
36. How Has the Study of China Changed in the Last Sixty Years? [Paul A. Cohen]